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The unique physical and aesthetic properties of CaesarStone’s quartz surfaces 
have established a unique product genre. By fusing leading-edge technology with 
design innovation, CaesarStone makes the finest quartz surfaces in the world.

The Original Quartz Surface

Nature Perfected Comprised of 93% natural quartz, one of 
nature’s strongest minerals, CaesarStone is resistant to stains, 
scratches, most household chemicals and moderate heat. Our 
firm dedication to quality has earned us ISO 9001 certification.

High Style, Low Maintenance CaesarStone never needs 
sealing, and its hard, nonporous surface makes cleaning simple. 
In most cases, soap and water or a mild detergent are all that 
are required to keep your countertop looking like new.

Colors That Captivate CaesarStone’s innovative development 
team continually creates breakthrough color and quartz designs 
that influence trends and inspire creative applications.

Edge Profiles The unique properties and durability of 
CaesarStones quartz surfaces allow for a wide range of edge 
profile design options.

Look and Feel CaesarStone’s quartz surfaces retain the cool, 
tactile qualities of natural stone with aggregates ranging from 
fine to coarse-grained color blends for varied visual texture. 
Three finishes expand the design possibilities even further: 
polished, honed (matte) and textured.

Lifetime* Warranty The first of its kind, covering your surface 
for as long as you own your home. 

Find Out More For further information about CaesarStone’s 
quartz surfaces, to order samples and to find an authorized dealer 
near you, please visit our web site at www.CaesarStoneUS.com.

* Some restrictions apply. Copies of our Lifetime Warranty are available at authorized dealers or on our website.

Blizzard 2141

Environment First.™

From recycling water used in production, to pollution and dust 
control, CaesarStone strives to ensure a healthy workplace and 
was the first quartz surfacing company to receive ISO 14001 
Environmental Management Systems certification. 
This eco-conscious attitude extends from production to 
product, with several colors featuring recycled content. 

Blizzard 2141

Pure White 1141
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 CaesarStone® Granite Laminate Solid Surface

Scratch Resistant •	 •	

Stain Resistant •	 	 •	 •

Crack Resistant •	 	 	 •

Heat Resistant •	 •	

Resistant to Household Cleaning Products •	 	 	 •

Low Maintenance •

Nonabsorbent and Nonporous •	 	 	 •

Mold and Mildew Resistant •

Color Consistency •	 	 •	 •

Lifetime Warranty •

From investing in recycling technologies in our manufacturing plants to 
embracing environmentally sensitive suppliers, CaesarStone seeks to protect 
both the well-being of our customers and our environment.

Nougat •

Jerusalem Sand • Carmel •

Baja • Cinder • Smoky Ash •

Dusty Stones •

Eggshell •

Chocolate Truffle •Champagne Limestone • Mocha •

Concrete •

Metallic Black •

Pebble •

Organic White •Bedrock •

Espresso •

Rosemary • Ruby Reflections •Marrone •

Carbone •

Raven •

Absolute Noir •

Pure White •Misty Carrera •

Copper Canyon • Lagos Blue •

Basalt Black •

White Ash •

Black Rocks •

Blizzard •

Sierra •

Buttermilk • Savannah •

Desert Limestone • Quartz Reflections •

Oyster •

Gold Abyss •

6600

4250 9350

3200 2020 6140

4040

3141

63502400 2370

2003

7185

4030

46006370

3380

2740 74507250

7150

4120

6100

1141

Deep Ocean 4550

Apple Martini • 2710 4141

9480 4350

6185T

9260

4170

2141

9255

4220 9205

2200 7141

9601

6120

Nonporous by composition, 
CaesarStone naturally prevents the 
growth of surface mold and microbes, 
without the need for harmful 
treatments or chemicals, and meets 
NSF international safety standards.

CaesarStone is proud to carry  
the Good Housekeeping® 
Seal, the standard in consumer 
product excellence.

CaesarStone is certified as a 
low-VOC product complying with 
Greenguard’s Indoor Air Quality 
standards for chemical emissions 
from building products used in 
schools, offices and other sensitive 
environments.

Pure White 1141

Organic White 4600

• Available in Honed Finish
Requires more daily maintenance 
than our polished finishes.

• Available in Textured Finish

• Contains Recycled Content 

NOTE: Shade and aggregates 
of actual product may vary.
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